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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN, DR GARY BRAMLEY

The Puketi Forest Trust continues to be in a sound financial position and our 
capital fund continues to grow steadily, now totalling more than $156,000. The 
trustees are developing a relationship with the Northland Foundation whose goal 
is to support charitable or community projects in Northland and which specialises 
in long term sustainable funding for projects such as ours through bequests and 
endowments.  We expect to have developed a Memorandum of Understanding 
with the Foundation by the end of 2016. There are a number of benefits for the 
Puketi Forest Trust in this relationship and it represents a maturing of our ideas 
and thinking around the long term management of the capital fund, which I see as 
a positive and forward looking step in ensuring the longevity of the Trust and the 
maintenance of what we have achieved in the forest. 

I attended the Kokako Specialist Group meeting in Auckland earlier in the year and 
was invited to talk about the Trust’s vision for kokako at Puketi.   The population 
of kokako at Puketi is currently estimated to be between 20 and 26 birds and 
includes some birds hatched at Puketi from the birds released between 2012 and 
2014.  The breeding season is underway currently and provided our rat and 
possum management in particular is up to scratch, we can expect this number to 
increase from now on.  We are hoping to initiate non-invasive monitoring of 
kokako shortly and again in the autumn once breeding is completed. We have 
continued a more frequent check of the rat traps supplemented by pindone in 
bait stations in the robin and kokako area to ensure a successful breeding season 
for those species.  

The Kokako Specialist Group now recommends an area of at least 2000 ha be 
managed intensively (i.e. have effective rat and possum control as well as other 
predator control) for kokako and that translocated populations comprise at least 
40 effective founders.  The trustees are considering how we can implement that 
at Puketi.  The group has indicated that they will continue to manage the birds in 
Northland (within Puketi, Waima and Mataraua Forests) together, and would 
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PUKETI FOREST KAURI CHALLENGE - 28 JANUARY 2017

We are really looking forward to next year’s fundraising walk; the Puketi Forest Kauri Challenge, which is all set 
to go ahead on 28 January 2017.   The Challenge comprises a choice of either a 21 or 12 km walk through some 
of the most spectacular parts of Puketi Forest.  Funds raised go towards our pest control efforts and partici-
pants in the Challenge get a year's membership with the Trust.

We’ve had early entries trickling in for the last few months, including a number of people planning to drive all 
the way from Auckland to take part.  We had nearly 100 participants in last year's event and raised over $5000.  
This year we are hoping to break those records, and expose even more people to the natural wonders of Puketi 
Forest.  If you and/or your friends and family are keen trampers, we encourage you to take up the Challenge 
and support the work of the Trust.  For more info and entry forms please visit www.puketi.org.nz, email 
info@puketi.org.nz, drop into Cherry Blossom Florist in Kerikeri or call Cherry on 09 407 8661 / 09 401 9313.

consider another application from Puketi Forest Trust to transfer more birds from elsewhere in Northland to increase 
our number of founders.

With regard to trapping, the existing trapping of stoats, cats and rats and trapping in the recently enlarged possum 
area has continued and Ian Wilson has kept a close eye on the trapping and the contractors and reports the results 
regularly to the trustees.  Pindone was temporarily used in bait stations again this year to reduce rat numbers 
sufficiently to support the kokako and robin breeding.  There was concern expressed from members of Piki Te Aroha 
marae and some pig hunters about our use of poison and I thank the marae committee for hosting us as we 
explained the need to use poison on a limited basis to protect wildlife to members of the community and also for 
supporting our ongoing efforts in the forest.  Trustees attended a number of meetings at the marae in relation to this 
matter and I am sure our enduring relationship will be stronger as a result.

 The challenges for the coming year will include planning and executing the expansion in the management area, 
coming to grips with how we can work more effectively with the adjoining conservation groups for the benefit of all 
of us, and planning and preparation for further species reintroductions.  Changes to the Health and Safety laws have 
meant we have needed to revisit our health and safety policies and procedures this year and this is ongoing. I am 
confident that the Trustees will rise to these challenges and that our communities of interest and stakeholders will 
continue to support us.

We continue to receive invitations to speak and the interest from others in the community in working in the forest, 
hearing about our work or seeing it first hand continues.  For example, Turners and Growers have committed their 
local staff to volunteering for the Trust for a day of track maintenance early next year.  Dealing with these requests 
and coordinating the work effort is no small task but is essential to maximise the usefulness of our volunteer 
network.  The Puketotara Landcare Group whose operations adjoin Puketi on the eastern side continue to expand 
and I look forward to working together with them to manage predators more cohesively in future and maximise the 
impact of our collective efforts.

On behalf of all the Trustees I would like to wish you and your family a happy and safe holiday season.  We hope that 
you will be able to join us for our third annual Puketi Forest Kauri Challenge on 28 January 2017 (more details below).   
It is sure to be a great day out and we are really looking forward to getting to know some more of our valued support-
ers.
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PEST CONTROL EFFORTS      Ian Wilson 

A recent article in the NZ Farmer (24 October 2016) quoted part of an advertise-
ment looking for pest control operators.  Guidance for applicants included:

“They need to understand that the job doesn’t mean you get to drive around on 
quads all day.....you actually have to walk....and the walking involves HILLS! 

“They need to understand that there’s NO internet .... no cell coverage .... no breaks 
.... and most of all NO WHINGING!!!!

“They need to understand that there are prickles .... and they’re outside .... and 
they’ll get wet socks .... and cold .... and hot .... and thirsty .... and hungry. 

“They will work by themselves in the middle of nowhere”.

The owner of the pest control company running the ad said “people come back a 
week later and say “it’s way harder than I thought it would be”.  They just don’t 
believe it is so hard.”

People heard saying the unemployed should be sent out to trap pests in our parks and reserves don’t seem to 
appreciate just what is involved in this type of enterprise. It takes a special kind of person to access and service traps 
within a forest environment.  If done for a living, it requires a very high level of fitness and stamina as well as the 
ability to navigate and act strategically.  In addition to resetting traps, every trap must be maintained to a high 
standard to ensure it will catch its target species.  Volunteers and contractors also need to be safety conscious, well 
organised and be equipped with appropriate clothing and equipment.    

Contracts for the Trust’s contractors are for a year but quite a number of contractors have not lasted the distance, 
with one quitting after two days because he could not handle the solitude.  The Trust likes prospective contractors 
to service a trap line before they submit a tender as they then get a proper feel for the job and realise they have to 
work hard and put in long hours in tough terrain if they are to make any money.  A number have ended up not 
putting in a tender after doing a “trial run”.  We are fortunate to have four dedicated contractors and an assistant 
that have the skills and fitness necessary to help the Trust keep pest numbers low enough to protect the native flora 
and fauna in our management area.  

The Trust traps over an area of 5,500 hectares.  Our four contractors service 939 stoat traps, 240 cat traps, 2400 rat 
traps and 2200 possum traps.   Volunteers service 105 stoat traps, 22 cat traps, 73 rat traps and 180 possum traps 
on five trap lines on the easier and more accessible terrain.  In addition, extra trap servicing is done in some of the 

most important robin areas during the breeding season.

Volunteers have repositioned the cat traps on stoat lines S3 
and S4 so that they are now near every fourth stoat trap, 
making it easier for the trapper to find them.  The old ramps 
were replaced along with any traps that were nearing the end 
of their life.  S3 and S4 are the most challenging lines as they go 
from the Waipapa River to the plateau and back - a climb and 
descent of 500 metres.  Each line took two days to upgrade and 
the seven people involved lost a lot of sweat but saw some 
spectacular trees and vegetation, had some great views and 
had a comfortable hut to spend the night in.

Volunteers have also replaced the SA cat traps on line S10, 
which is serviced by volunteers, with modified Timms traps  Volunteer Doug France and Trustee Cherry Beaver 
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FERNBIRD / MATATA
An increasing number of volunteers servicing stoat traps on line 10 
have seen fernbirds along the first stretch of the old logging road 
after they leave the Waipapa River Track.  This at risk and declining 
species is usually associated with swamps that have dense wetland 
vegetation but it is also encountered in low dense scrub in drier 
areas, especially in Northland.  In Puketi it is also regularly seen in 
the poorly drained gumland community near the beginning of Pirau 
Road as well as at other sites which have a dense mass of swamp 
umbrella fern (Gleichenia dicarpa) and various species of sedge 
growing under manuka (Leptospermum scoparium).  

Fernbirds are more often heard than seen as they tend to keep low 
in the vegetation where they search for insects, spiders and other 
small invertebrates which are occasionally supplemented with seeds 
and small berries.  They have a variety of calls but one of the most 
common is a characteristic “U-tick” - a duet in which one bird 
answers the other so quickly most observers think the call is from 
just one bird. Their progress can be followed by observing the 
quivering of the tops of the plants they are moving through.  The 
patient observer is normally rewarded with a glimpse when they 
climb up a stem to have a look around before dropping down under 

cover again.  They are poor fliers and when they do take to the air only fly short distances, just above the vege-
tation, with their long frayed tail hanging down.

Image by Ormond Torr 

which are much more user friendly.  A cat has been caught each round since the Timms traps were installed.  A pair 
of kiwi was seen near one of the traps that caught a cat, so its removal significantly increases the chances of the 
kiwis' offspring surviving.  

The contractor servicing Area 3 had a pleasant surprise when he went round his traps last month.  More than a 
kilometre of trap-line had been cleared by the Whangarei Tramping Club and he no longer had to force his way 
through wet vegetation.  By keeping the trap-lines clear and making the job easier for the trappers, volunteers help 
the Trust hold its costs and in some cases even reduce them.  Many thanks to the Whangarei Tramping Club who 
achieved a great deal in just one day, despite a late start due to an unrelated search and rescue operation (which 
fortunately had a happy ending).

The Department of Conservation have just completed monitoring possums within the Trust’s core area using wax 
tags.  The target for possums is 15% or less tags bitten by possums and is known to be difficult to meet.  Therefore 
we are pleased to have passed the test, with only 12% wax tags having possum bite marks.  A credit to all our 
trappers and volunteers.  Perhaps even more pleasing was that the number of tags bitten by rats was the lowest 
ever, 5% on the plateau and 11% overall.

The volunteer rosters for servicing trap lines have just been drawn up for 2017.  Twenty eight of the thirty volun-
teers who serviced lines last year have signed on for another year and we have several new recruits.  The contribu-
tions of our volunteers in servicing trap lines and joining us for working bees is invaluable and we hope they all 
realise how important their hard work is and how much we appreciate it.  If you would like to volunteer with the 
Trust please get in touch with Ian Wilson (09) 401 9056 or Erica Whyte (09) 406 0514 or drop us an email at 
info@puketi.org.nz.
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ROBIN / TOUTOUWAI
Only a small number of people were able to contribute to the annual robin 
/ toutouwai survey this winter, but what we lacked in numbers was more 
than made up for with enthusiasm!  Eleven kilometres of trap line were 
surveyed with 24 robins sighted.  Some of these sightings were likely to be 
the same robin on different lines but the number of individual birds record-
ed was at least 14.  This is a similar result to last year, the main difference 
being that the number of banded birds dropped from six to three but the 
number of unbanded birds was up.  The three banded birds, YS (yellow/sky 
blue, pictured), BO (blue/orange) and WG (white/green) were all from the 
first release in 2009, which makes them at least eight years old.  Two more 
banded birds commonly seen until last year but not normally in the area 
surveyed this year, are probably still around as well.

The robin identified as “YS”, a male, has been regularly sighted and moni-
tored in our annual surveys.  The trapper servicing Area 3 rewards YS with 

a few meal worms whenever he turns up.  As a result YS has come to associate people with meal worms and is quick 
to investigate anyone who passes by.  This tendency provides us with valuable information, as what a robin does with 
the meal worms can tell us a lot about its social life.   

Outside the breeding season a robin will normally eat about half a dozen 
worms as soon as they are thrown down.  When he or she has had enough 
the rest are cached in the crown of a tree fern or a small clump of 
epiphytes.  Sometimes the robins in Puketi do not eat any meal worms but 
start caching them straight away, which suggests there is an abundance of 
food for robins in Puketi.  One research paper concluded that robins must 
be able to count as the robins observed never stored more than seven 
worms at any one site.  Puketi robins don’t seem to share this ability or 
support the findings of that paper as they have been seen caching ten or 
more worms in one place before moving on to the next hiding place.  

The female does all the incubating and when she is sitting the male will 
gather up a beak full of meal worms, six or more depending on size, and fly 
to a perch near the nest.  The male then sings quietly, without letting the 
worms go, to let his mate know he has food for her.  She leaves the nest, 
takes the worms from him and returns to the nest.  A dozen worms is as 
much as she can manage so if the male returns with a third beak full she 
does not bother leaving the nest and you will hear the male singing away 
for quite a while before he gives up and caches them for later.  

For a few weeks after the chicks hatch both parents are kept busy feeding 
their growing family and they will both make three or four trips to the nest 
with beaks full of food for their chicks.  They always go in the same direc-
tion as they take the shortest route to the nest.  After about three weeks 
they go in different directions and you know that the chicks have fledged 
and left the nest.   

“YS” checking out our surveyors

“YS” gathering meal worms for his chicks
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PROTECTING PARADISE - BOOK REVIEW
Marianna Fenn 

The use of the toxin 1080 in pest control is one of the most contro-
versial and emotionally charged topics in New Zealand conserva-
tion.  All too often public discussion is guided by unsubstantiated 
claims by outraged opponents and patchy reporting by mainstream 
media.  As a result, those with questions and uncertainties about 
what 1080 is, how it works, how it is used, and what is at stake if we 
do nothing are likely to feel somewhat at a loss as to what to think 
and who to believe.

In that context, Dave Hansford’s recently released book, Protecting 
Paradise: 1080 and the fight to save New Zealand’s wildlife, offers 
an extremely readable and thorough account of the facts, history 
and controversy surrounding the use of 1080 in New Zealand 
conservation.  Protecting Paradise represents more than a year of 
research and interviews, and is backed up by meticulous referenc-
ing of all sources of information.  While Hansford makes it clear at 
the outset that he is supportive of the continued use of 1080, he 
has gone to great effort to ensure that readers will be in a position 
to review the relevant research and analysis and come to their own 
conclusions.  Hansford is also quick to distinguish between argu-
ments based on science (which can be challenged and supported or 

refuted) and views held on moral and ethical grounds (ideally informed by what we know from science but ultimately 
a personal decision).  

The book traces the unique history of life in New Zealand, the threats posed by invasive mammalian pests, the histor-
ical use of 1080 in broad scale pest control, and the resulting science and controversy as to its effectiveness and asso-
ciated risks.  Hansford examines in detail the many claims made by 1080 opponents by reference to scientific 
research that has been amassed since 1080 was first used in New Zealand in the 1960’s. He concludes that the major-
ity of these claims are essentially without basis, it is certainly not the case that 1080 kills everything and the risks to 
non-target species and human health have been massively overstated.  So why do we keep hearing outrageous 
claims in media reports?  Hansford equates media coverage of the 1080 issue with that of the issue of climate 
change; journalistic drive to provide balance has created the illusion that scientific opinion on 1080 is divided when 
the science is in fact remarkably settled.  More difficult issues that cannot be resolved by scientific analysis, such as 
the conflict between pest control and the interests of hunters, are discussed in detail and examined in excerpts from 
interviews that encompass a broad scope of opinion and ideas.

Hansford concludes with a sobering call to action - “The world isn’t short of red deer, brushtail possums , weasels or 
ship rats.  They abound, not least in their native lands.  But we are down to the last three dozen fairy terns.  Some 
plant populations are in single figures.  Having endured for millennia, species are set to vanish on our watch.  The last 
South Island brown teal slipped away sometime in the last couple of years, eaten by stoats.  Now it’s up to you and 
me to step in, because we’re the only generation with time left to intervene.  If we don’t, we condemn our children 
to a deathbed vigil.  It’s that urgent.”

Protecting Paradise is a valuable reference and resource on the science and sociology of 1080 use in New Zealand.  It 
deserves open minded review no matter where you stand on the spectrum of attitude and opinion.
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RESEARCH ON POSSUM BROWSE
Recent research by Landcare Research on the effects of possum browse highlights the importance of sustained 
control of possum numbers and may assist in helping ensure limited pest control funding is allocated in the 
most efficient and cost effective way. 

A paper published in July 2016 looked at the long-term response of canopy trees to removal of possums.  The 
study monitored the effects of possum browse over a 20 year period following initiation of sustained possum 
control in 1994.  Large increases in foliage cover (36-89%) were observed in heavily browsed trees and (encour-
agingly) tree mortality rates were similar whether or not they had been browsed prior to the initiation of 
possum control. Times for full recovery of crown foliage varied from 10 to more than 20 years, highlighting how 
critical it is to sustain possum control over the longer term to stop our forests continuing to slip backwards.

A more recent study involved developing a browse model for five possum-preferred tree species (Kamahi, 
Towai, Tawa, Pate and Heketara) at different forest sites with different species combinations.  The model can be 
used to predict site specific thresholds for possum abundance below which vulnerable tree species can be 
maintained. The research was founded on observations that browse of individual tree species depends on what 
other food is locally available and that thresholds for tolerable possum density vary from site to site. 

Interesting findings from this study include an observed tendency for possums to browse more in larger trees 
(regardless of species), that possum browse was usually the main factor reducing tree survival rates, and that 
site and species characteristics (both plant and herbivore) must be considered when assessing potential for 
herbivore damage and setting thresholds for acceptable herbivore density.  The hope is that the refinement 
and application of the browse model will facilitate a less conservative and more targeted approach to herbivore 
pest management.

More discussion of these reports and links to the original papers can be found at predatorfreenz.org.nz.

REPORT FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

Yet another busy few months in Puketi and Omahuta.  Part of the DoC team undertook riparian weed control 
on the Waipapa River from Waiare Road (Pink Gates) through to Forest Pools.  This is the second year weed 
control has been undertaken here and there was less aristea reported than on the previous year’s control 
operation.  The majority of plants controlled were non flowering seedlings.  The annual weed control in the 
Whakateterekia Stream/Mangapa River will be undertaken early in the new year.  Our contractor has com-
pleted the spring boom spray of the main roads in Puketi and Omahuta.

The contract for goat control has been let and is underway.  This year’s work will include several days in 
Omahuta to confirm that goat numbers are being maintained at zero density in this forest.

The upgrades to the Puketi Nature Trail as part of the Kauri Dieback project are now complete. The cleaning 
stationat the Puketi HQ is unmissable, feedback has been collected regarding these prototype stations and it 
is likely that the Puketi station will be the one where the new initiatives from these learnings will be trialed.

A sink hole on Omahuta Road has been repaired and a pile of rocks has been positioned strategically at the 
intersection at the entrance to Taheketiti Rd to ensure logging trucks don’t truck mud out of the area and 
increase any potential risk of spreading Kauri Dieback Disease. 

www.predatorfreenz.org.nz
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